
Quotation and Publication of Archive material 

Confidentiality 

The Mass Observation Archive (the Archive) contains a large amount of personal and sensitive 
material that has been contributed by volunteers. It is essential that the privacy of these 
volunteers, past or present, is not infringed. No real names or any other identifiable information 
about volunteer Mass Observers may appear in public. No attempt may be made to contact 
volunteers directly or to use the materials to derive information relating specifically to an 
identified individual. Where a study concentrates on specific writers and uses substantial 
amounts of their individual contributions, please contact us for guidance.  

Reproduction in dissertations, theses and academic articles 

Material from the Archive may be reproduced in student essays and MA dissertations, subject 
to acknowledgment (see format below).  Permission to reproduce material from the archive in 
PhD or other non-published research theses or academic journal articles needs to be obtained 
from the Curator of the Mass Observation Archive. Please send requests to moa@sussex.ac.uk  

Reproduction in all other cases 

No part of the Archive may be reproduced, published, stored in a retrieval system or 
transmitted in any form, or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or 
otherwise without the prior permission of the Mass Observation Archive’s board of trustees 
(‘the Trustees’). 

Charges for access and reproduction 

The Trustees reserve the right to charge fees both for consultation of the Archive and for 
reproduction of Mass Observation material outside the scope of fair dealing in books, 
newspapers and non-academic journals, radio and television programmes, exhibitions, 
microform and electronic publications.  Charges will generally be made for any use of material 
for commercial purposes. 

Applying for a reproduction licence 

Licensing is arranged on the Trustees’ behalf by Curtis Brown. Permissions requests are 
submitted via their portal at http://permissions.curtisbrown.co.uk. 

Gordon Wise, Curtis Brown Group Ltd,  
Haymarket House, 28-29 Haymarket, London SW1Y 4SP  
Tel +44 (0)20 7393 4420 Fax 020 7393 4401 email: wiseoffice@curtisbrown.co.uk 

mailto:library.specialcoll@sussex.ac.uk


All those seeking permissions to reproduce MO material or with proposals for publication 
should write (or, where appropriate, should require their publisher to write) to Gordon Wise 
with details of their proposed usage sending a copy of their letter to the Archive: 
moa@sussex.ac.uk.  Mr Wise will advise on licence terms, or where necessary will notify 
applicants that their proposals will be referred to the Trust’s publications committee for 
approval. 

Acknowledgement 

Where research at the Archive results in publication based partly or wholly on Mass 
Observation papers, acknowledgement should be made to "the Trustees of the Mass 
Observation Archive, University of Sussex" 

Publication guidelines 

The following guidelines are provided by the Trustees for the initial information and guidance 
of those wishing to publish MO material.  All publication proposals will however be assessed on 
an individual basis and the Trustees reserve the right to take decisions which in their absolute 
discretion they consider to be in best interests of the Trust notwithstanding that such decisions 
may not necessarily adhere strictly to these guidelines.  

1. Minor and routine permissions

a) All applications will be assessed with reference to the current anthology and quotation rates
and guidelines published by the Society of Authors  www.societyofauthors.org/rates-and-
guidelines

b) Charges will generally be made for any use of material within a commercial publication
which does not fall under the scope of fair dealing.  In assessing reduction or waiver of fees
for uses within academic and other non-commercial publications, the Trust’s objectives to
encourage academic use of MO material will be taken into account.

c) Applications for reduction or waiver of fees on the grounds of a special relationship with the
Archive will not be entertained.

2. More substantial permissions

Where MO material forms a substantial proportion of the work under consideration, and/or
where the amount of material used would make a fee based on word-count inappropriate,
fees may be assessed on the basis of a proportion of the author or editor’s remuneration.
The standard arrangement in such cases is for a division of 75/25 of gross remuneration in
favour of the author or editor and this will be the reference point in any negotiation in such
cases.

mailto:library.specialcoll@sussex.ac.uk
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3. Publication of edited diaries and other items from the archive as individual 

editions 
 

a) Rights arrangements for publication of works which are substantially composed of material 
controlled by the Trust will be made directly with publishers with fees being negotiated in 
line with paragraph 2 above. Editors with proposals for publication should request potential 
publishers to contact Curtis Brown directly to discuss rights issues. All such proposals will 
be referred to the Trust’s publications committee for approval. 

 
b) The Trustees will take all decisions concerning publication of such works in the best 

interests of the Trust, taking into account both their responsibility to generate income for 
the Trust and their objectives to promote the widest possible dissemination of MO material 
and to encourage its academic use, and consulting Curtis Brown and/or other appropriate 
advisers as required. 

 
c) Against this background the Trustees must reserve the right at their sole discretion to 

withhold permission for small-scale, non-commercial editions in cases where they consider 
that such publications may not be in the Trust’s best interests, for example because they 
may be considered to preclude or otherwise adversely affect the prospect of subsequent 
commercial publication of the material involved.   In cases in which the Trustees may 
consider that the best interests of the Trust will be served by permitting such non-
commercial publications notwithstanding the possible consequences for subsequent 
commercial publication, rights granted to the publisher will usually be non-exclusive and 
limited in duration and/or territory, and a publishing fee may be required.  For the 
avoidance of doubt it should however be noted that where works are made available 
through general trade channels, and particularly through mass-market online retailers, the 
Trust would reasonably expect a royalty return in line with standard rates. 

   

4. Use of the MO logo on publications  

Use of the logo will be restricted to titles which contain purely MO material, such as 
publications of the diaries edited internally or as a specific commission from the Trust, or in-
house publications or co-publications (e.g. exhibition catalogues). In other cases where the 
archive is a substantial source of material, licences will require that publishers give a 
prominent acknowledgment to the archive, to include the url of the archive’s website,  on 
the book’s cover, jacket or other user interface in addition to any copyright notice and/or 
acknowledgement required on the copyright page. 

 
 

  
The Trustees of the Mass Observation Archive, April 2016.  




